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A pronoun stands in place of a noun. Using pronouns means you don’t 

have to repeat nouns over and over again. For example:

Osman found Osman’s book.         He found his book

Pronouns

1

1. Complete each sentence with a pronoun from the box.

Noun and Pronouns

me his their heryou
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a. Zack helped ___________________ with my homework.

b. She can’t find _________________ bicycle.

c. Have _________________ finished your dinner?

d. He dropped ________________ book.

e. They are eating _______________ food.

2. Match the pronoun to the picture.

him it herthem

a. b. c. d.
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3. Circle the pronoun that correctly completes each sentence.

Noun and Pronouns

a. (Me, I) have a cat and parrot.

b. (Her, She) is playing inside the house.

c. I gave he (my, mine) breakfast.

d. Why are (they, them) standing in the rain?

e. Is this (your, yours) car?

4. Draw a box around the pronouns.

a. She is playing hockey.

b. The teacher told us to silent.

c. Mira’s mother took them to the zoo.

d. I saw Ryan at the shopping mall.

e. Ayu will show you how to wrap a present.

5. Fill in the missing pronouns.

Des and Naz put ___________________

school bags on the table when

____________________ got home from

school

“__________________ bag is heavier than

_______________,” said Des.
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Pronouns in context

3

Read the passage and answer the questions

Noun and Pronouns

Captain Wild
Before Dania left the house, Aunt
Mary asked her, “Have you seen
the gardening tools? I have
looked everywhere for them. I
asked Sam and he said aliens
must have taken them!”

Circle a 

pronoun that 

stands in 

place of Dania

Put a box 

around a 

pronoun that 

stands in place 

of Aunt Mary

Colour a 

pronoun that 

stands in place 

of Sam

Which pronoun completes the sentence correctly?

Circle your answer.

1. Aunt Mary can’t find ______________ gardening tools.
a. she b. him c. her

2. What have Dania and Sam done with ___________?
a. Them b. they c. their

3. ____________ have buried the gardening tools in the backyard!
a. Them b. They c. Their
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3. Each sentence has one word that is incorrect. Circle it and 
then write it correctly.

Noun and Pronouns

a. The children used they imaginations. ____________________

b. “Are these you gardening tools?” asked Mia. _________________

c. “Those are mine gardening tool!” Aunt May said. ________________

d. “Please help my find the bucket,” Aunt May cried. ______________

5. Tick the sentence that is correct.

a. Windy has finished he work.

b. Windy has finished him work.

c. Windy has finished his work.

6. Choose the correct word to fill each gap.

Windy is visiting (a) ___________________ Aunt Mary. Aunt Mary

says (b) ___________________ has a wild imagination. Mia helps (c)

____________________ bury Aunt Mary’s gardening tools. Aunt Mary

looks everywhere for the tools, but she can’t find (d)

____________________ .

a. he her him his

b. he her him his

c. he she him his

d. they their them he


